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About Us
YEET Floki is a deflationary Token on the Binance Smart Chain.
Stealth Launched February 7th 2022 on PancakeSwap. Every holder of
$YEET earns more $YEET with every transaction of the token, this
includes buys, sells and transfers. As long as you hold the YEET Floki
token, you will earn more. We are currently building out a strong community
and online presence. The main utility which is still in development will be
our token listing platform. A percentage of the advertising revenues will be
distributed back to $YEET holders, and a percentage will be used for buy
backs.

Our Mission
Our mission is to expand crypto adoption, and help new investors find
their next potential gem.
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Disclaimer
Read this disclaimer section in its entirety.
This white paper does not constitute or form part of any opinion
on advice to sell or any solicitation of any offer by YEET Floki to
purchase our token or tokens, or any other crypto asset.
This document is a technical white paper that presents the
current status and future plans for YEET Floki and the rest of the
YEET Ecosystem.
The sole purpose of this document is to provide information and
to provide a detailed description of future plans. Unless explicitly
stated otherwise, the products and innovative technologies organized
in this document are still under development and are yet to be
incorporated. YEET Floki does not provide a statement of quality
assurance or affidavit for the successful development or execution of
any of such technologies, innovations, or activities described in this
document.
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Tokenomics
Initial Supply 1,000,000,000,000
Max Transaction Size 50,000,000,000
- 2% Holders Rewards: By holding $YEET you will receive more
$YEET from every transaction.
- 3% Liquidity: On every transaction, 3% is sent to the liquidity pool on
PancakeSwap.
- 2% Burn: Simple supply and demand mechanics. Over time there will
be less $YEET available.
- 3% Development: To ensure that the project continues to see
progress and success, 3% from every buy and sell is reinvested back
into the project. As the project progresses, this percentage is subject
to change.
Total Tax = 10% (subject to change after discussions with the community
and as the project progresses)
The Tokenomics are subject to change as the project develops further.
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Token Distribution
10% Initial Burn
10% Team (Vested)
80% Liquidity
Any Tokens the individual team members own, were purchased at launch
with their own funds.
LP Locked With Multi-Signature
https://gnosis-safe.io/app/bnb:0xd6BAa0641165Ff0B148bB0bbf38615fa23
0b723F/balances
Transaction:
https://bscscan.com/tx/0xabda0f4789fd95791854819b2086c5126c5ee32a8
e06011794df12600e1a017a
LP Tokens Holders:
https://bscscan.com/token/0x4f8af5b7495ff238dcadec46821dd401a1c4e3a
f#balances
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Ecosystem
The Ultimate goal of Yeet Floki is to create an ecosystem of
complementary projects so that holders of YEET can earn in a variety of
different ways. These other projects would be on top of the price
appreciation of the token itself and the real-time reflections from every
transaction. A few things that are in the discussion include but are not
limited to a token/coin listing site, dApp tracking, NFT Marketplace,
Metaverse Land etc….
A major part of these plans is the token listing site that we will begin
working on once enough funds are raised. On this site, new and old
projects will be able to list their tokens and advertise their project. A
percentage of the revenue will be airdropped to YEET holders in the form
of BUSD. Projects or individuals who purchase ads will have the option to
pay in $YEET and will receive a discount for doing so. A percentage of the
revenue will also be used to buy back and burn $YEET. While we would
initially start with the Binance Smart Chain, the goal is to move cross-chain
(Ethereum, Tron, Avalanche, Cronos etc…). The ultimate goal of this site is
to be the top early coin listing and voting platform.
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Road Map
Nothing on this roadmap is set in stone. Everything is subject to
change but we would love to accomplish things much sooner than
expected.

Q1 2022

Q2 2022

- Launch Token
- Build Out Social Presence
- Launch Website V1
- Goal 500+ Holders
- Nomics Listing
- CoinPaprika Listing
- Begin Forming Strategic
Partnerships
- Press Release
- Audit 1
- Launch Discord

- Goal 1000+ Holders
- Begin Marketing Push
- Embrace The Meme
- Social Marketing Campaign
- Merchandise
- Reach Out To Crypto
Influencers
- Audit 2
- Apply CoinGecko
- Apply CoinMarketCap
- Blockfolio, Trustwallet &
Unirocket Listing

Q3 2022

Q4 2022

- Goal 1500+ Holders
- Launch Advertising Platform
- Launch Merch Store
- Team Size Increase
- Begin Email Newsletter
- Launch Reflections & Rewards
Dashboard

- Goal 2k+ Holders
- Launch NFT Marketplace
- Metaverse Project
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